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Thread starter Dargo Start date Aug 11, Dargo Like a bad penny I never was overly keen on the
orange RTVs I just wanted to give some "first" impressions of ownership as well as first
impressions as compared to the RTV For better or worse, I feel that I am relatively fair in giving
the info straight the way I feel. I won't build up something just because I bought it think iPhone
review or slam anything unless without reason. Now, please remember, this first review is being
made after only 4. If is far more "automotive" in style than the RTV Also, it's impossible to not
notice how air tight the cab is. The doors seal extremely well. Further, I was pleasantly
surprised at the amazingly quietness of the cab. Other than a not unpleasant sound from the
diesel engine, all else is extremely quiet for a vehicle in it's class. The only noticable distraction
is that you can definitely hear the power steering pump. After opening the front hood which is
heavily insulated and has gas lift rods that open it I found that the power steering pump is
located just behind the steering wheel and the steering shaft has a total length of maybe a foot
to the pump. Anyway, you hear it, but it's not a big distraction. There is much better storage
under the seat and the storage tray is easily removed. Also, the bench seat and head rests are
cloth. I have an industrial quality "Scotch Guard" type product my company carries that I will
apply today before any stains appear. Next, I was pleasantly surprised that an antenna and
speakers are pre-installed in the even if you don't opt for the overpriced Kubota radio. I'm sure I
have one laying around that I'll install. Also, under the floor mat, there is again more heavy
insulation. This eliminates the need to have Line-X applied to the floor inside the cab as I did
with the ; which made a huge difference in sound deadning. There are also two convenient
beverage holders in the dash; nice touch. Air flow and air flow options are good. I have not tried
the heater at this point, but I have no reason to think it would be any less impressive. There is
also a hand throttle control that can be used a a sort of cruise control or, most likely, used to
keep RPM's up to allow you to use the rear remotes for powered items like a PHD or splitter. If
you've ever heard any long term complaints about the , it mostly centers around the inability to
get it out of gear after being under a load on on the side of a hill. To be honest, I learned to
always shut the off to get it out of gear. The new pressure release know on the really works!
Also, one of my firm assertions about the was, that with aggressive tires, I ran out of power
before I ran out of traction when I attempted rather extreme hills. It would easily spin the
aggressive tires where the would just grunt. However, the had more "punch" to it when driving
it. I don't know if this is due to it weighing or so pounds less or from the fact that I upped the
injector pump on it. The would rather easily cruise at 30 mph on paved roads. The , as of now,
sits exactly on 25 mph; as advertised. More later. It's a weekend and I need to get my 80 hours
of yard work done today and tomorrow. So far, I have to rate my as a pleasant surprise with no
issues discovered yet. That's a good thing considering I am a rather brutal and blunt person
when doing product reviews. Here are a couple of pics of the new RTV after putting my Maxxis
Bighorn tires and chrome wheels on it. I thought I had a spare radio to put in, but I was
mistaken. I guess I'll have to buy a radio to put in it. Oh well, I wanted one that would have a
jack for an MP3 player anyway. I'm just curious as to how the factory installed speakers will
sound. I don't have high hopes for them. I think I can get used to that. Is that a door net inside,
or a reflection of your porch railing? Oh, yeah, that be da reflecten. After looking around inside
the cab to see how to install a stereo, I noticed what I'll comment of as my first complaint; did
they get my 7 year old to weld the door frame on these RTV's?! The frame welds, the roll cage
welds, the cab structure welds are all just fine. However, the welds on the door frame looks like
bird shit spattered around the 1" square tubing material. I'll take some pics and post them later
on this issue. I assure you, whoever made those welds would never pass any welding exam. It
was in a package in the under the seat storage area. That extremely crappy door weld job is
reeeally bothering me. Not only is the weld pathetic, but they didn't even get proper alignment
between the two pieces of 1" square tubing that are welded together! Terrible I tell you Congrats
on your new Sounds like a decent review. A couple questions if I may. I'm assuming the
Bighorns are off the Do you have any clearance issues? For the doors, my very limited
experience is that it requires a good slam to get them fully shut. Can a small child 5 year old do
it? I was thinking to leave the front window unlocked so it can swing slightly open to relieve the
air pressure to make closing the doors easier. Have you tried this? Are you keeping your ? For
the seats, I know of many others that are getting seat covers. Here's the site but I believe the
seat covers may take a couple weeks. I didn't even see my home during daylight hours

yesterday, so I didn't get to spend any time at all with the I intend to try to figure out a way to
install my wireless Ramsey winch on the as well as go buy a stereo to install in it. BC, the
Bighorn 25's fit no problem with no rubbing anywhere. I intentionally put it in twisting binds on
hills and across ruts with the steering turned each direction with the suspension mashed and
didn't have any rubbing at all. It is very difficult to "slam" the door shut on the However, my kids
discovered that it is rather easy to push it shut and give it just a bit of a shove when it is closed
against the door gasket. That way you are not fighting air pressure. My 7 year old is able to
close the doors from both inside and outside using that method. He was not able at all to get it
closed by trying to "slam" the door shut. The air pressure just stops that motion. Besides, I'm
definitely not big on slamming doors at all. Anyone who has ridden in one of my collector cars,
hell, any car for that matter , knows that I ask people to not slam the doors on my cars.
Slamming car or truck doors only assures loose door panels and plenty of rattles I hate rattles! I
did order a set of interior covers for the cloth seats, seat back, and head rests from Green
Mountain. I know one guy who purchased their camo version and is very pleased with the
quality. I see I have a notice that they shipped yesterday. I did apply a heavy coat of fabric
protector to all cloth surfaces already, but I still feel that the camo covers will protect well and
hide most stains. Still, I'll apply fabric protector to them as well as soon as I install them. I
actually traded my RTV After my dealer came and looked at mine, he did have to admit that it
looked nicer than a new RTV he has had in stock for 2 months. His new one has sat outside for
two months, and mine has never sat outside. Also, when I put the original wheels and tires back
on it, he even commented that it still had the little injection tits not only on the sidewall, but still
on the tread. Based on that, along with the low hours on mine, he offered me a price that,
considering the tax credit for the trade, made it reasonable for me to just trade. I kept my
custom made toolbox, my winch, and my wheels and tires. The dealer commented that it
appeared as if my RTV has never been dirty. Well, I told him that it has been dirty, but he said it
apparently hasn't been that dirty because he couldn't find any dirt in any crack or corner. While
on that conversation, I did notice another nice addition to the RTV If you over-fill the bed on the
RTV, dirt will drop on the engine between the bed and the cab. Also, the alternator lines right up
in that crack and gets plenty of dirt and sand right inside it on any overflow situation. The new
RTV has a nice shield over the alternator to prevent debris from getting into the alternator when
you overflow the bed. I thought that was nice. After installing the Bighorns on it, I took it to a
really steep hill that the RTV could never climb. You can't get any run at the hill and it is
extremely steep. At no time could the make it up the hill. With the traction afforded by the
Bighorns, the RTV would just flat run out of power no matter how you manipulated the throttle.
The RTV made it right up the hill with no issues at all. I even tried to mash the foot throttle all
the way down when half way up the steep hill and it then did spin the tires where the RTV just
fell flat on it's face and only grunted. I really like the additional torque of the larger engine.
Dargo said:. I really like the solid cab with air and heat. I took a close look at the welds on the
door square tubing and on this machine they looked good. You may want to revisit you dealer
with your door issue. Great review and insights in to the Hmm, how interesting. As I was
installing a sound system head unit in my RTV last night I noticed that there are all these little
stickers on parts giving the date the part was made as well as a circle around either 1, 2, or 3
shift. I'll give you one guess what shift the extremely crappy welds were made on. Yup, every
shitty weld was done on 3rd shift! You need to fire your 3rd shift welders!!! And, as I stated
earlier, take your QC people with them! For such a nice and expensive unit, there is no excuse
for such poor quality welds. I'll get a picture of one and post it later. Ricochet New member.
Awesome Brent! Give me a call or shot me an email when you get a chance. BTW, great review
and I have to remember that door shutting method! Also, those door frames are not welded by
KMA. I guess someone needs to shot that supplier I'll see what I can do! Glink Active member
Site Supporter. I cut the plug off and pitched it in the trash and installed a Kenwood system.
Glink said:. Bird told me, to tell you, that you voided your warranty. After spending weeks trying
to find an adapter I discovered that Kubota intentionally used a proprietary plug in order to
encourage you to buy their radio. Is there an easy way to remove the doors on the ? The hinges
look just like the ones on my skid steer new holland but they will not budge when I try to lift
them off. Any suggestions? Udog New member. What a find! I have twice had oil leaks from the
couplers on the short hose running from the oil filter to the block. I took it to the dealer about a
week before the one year warranty expired and they replaced the hose. We looked on a new that
was on the lot and the new one had a hose that was larger in diameter. This leads me to believe
that Kubota had trouble with the original hose couplings and replaced newer ones with the
heavier hose and couplings. I snapped the original radio antennae off and was wondering if
anyone knew of a replacement other than Kubota? Also, thanks for the tips on closing the
air-tight cab doors. You must log in or register to reply here. Forum Rules. Home Forums

Reviews Articles Store. Homepage Today's Posts Search Register. Forgot your Password? Sign
Up. Remember Me? Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Radio Install in Kubota RTV I installed
my radio last evening and thought I'd post the wiring information for anyone that my want to
install a radio. Attached Thumbnails. Reply With Quote. Thanks for the inco. I have an M that
takes the same radio as the RTV and I was assuming the same installation hardware Somewhere on TBN I read that the brackets are just standard in dash stuff put in upsidedown
for overhead console like mine. Thanks for the help. Scooba do and scooba die, that chicken's
not too young to fry - Herman Munster. Originally Posted by bunchgrass. Can I ask what you
used for a radio and install kit? God must love stupid people; He made so many. I have an
model year M I had splice connectors on hand. Install including speakers took about an hour
with testing wire color codes, splicing the wires and physically installing the parts. It was super
easy and worth the savings for me. The M may use a different connector, but I doubt it. Worked
like a charm! Good luck with your decision and install, Raf. They come from REI who makes
heavy duty radios for Buses and insane duty applications, probably not always needed for
tractors. We've started installing our own as well, its not a big deal. Originally Posted by
MessickFarmEqu. The radios are stupid expensive. Last Jump to page:. Replies: 2 Last Post: ,
PM. Kubota M help on rear hyd. Replies: 4 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 3 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 5
Last Post: , PM. Replies: 8 Last Post: , AM. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Other
trademarks on this page are the property of their respective owners. Customer Service. Call Us:
My Account Sign In. Welcome Back! My Account Sign Out. Riding in your Kubota RTV is hands
down the best part of your day. Trying to find a way to make it even better? At SideBySideStuff.
We are proud to carry UTV parts for your Kubota that will truly make your adventures that much
more exciting each and every time! More Information. Boss 34 Inch Amplified Sound Bar. Boss
14 Inch Amplified Sound Bar. NavAtlas 14 Inch Sound Bar. NavAtlas 27 Inch Sound Bar.
NavAtlas 35 Inch Sound Bar. Boss Bluetooth Amplified 6. Boss Digital Media Receiver. Hifonics
Bluetooth Media Controller. Boss 6. Wake Tower Speaker Pods w 6. MTX Audio 6. NavAtlas 6.
MTX Audio 7. NavAtlas 2 Way 6. Hifonics Thor 2-Channel Amplifier. Hifonics Thor 5-Channel
Amplifier. NavAtlas 4 Channel Amplifier. NavAtlas 4 Channel Amplifier w Bluetooth. NavAtlas
Digital Media Receiver. NavAtlas Compact Intercom System. NavAtlas Intercom System. Axia
Alloys Headset Goggle Hanger. Axia Alloys Handheld Radio Mount. True Am Dual Battery
Isolator. Boss Round Multimedia Player. Boss Multimedia Player. SSV Works Universal 6. Boss
4-Channel Amplifier. Hifonics Thor 1-Channel Amplifier. Hifonics Thor 4-Channel Amplifier. View
all Categories. View all Brands. Enter email to get product updates and promotion details sent
to your inbox. All rights reserved. It has become a major player for the smaller machine owners
as well as the weekend DIY'er. The Kubota tractor operator today wants a lot of features like
Bluetooth and Satellite radio. Kubota dealers are our biggest customers for these new
generation radios because our prices are better than the manufacture itself and our techs know
how the radios work. Begin your search for a radio with a radio choice. FRS prewires its radios
with this harness if requested thru the text box under each radio. Older and some M series
tractors used a 9 pin as well but rectangle not square like the 9 Pin. FRS also sells the popular 9
Pin Kubota radio harness for those who already have their own radio. The Kubota 9 Pin harness
includes crimp caps and a wire tie to insure your install is secure. If you have a need for a
different Kubota harness, here are the models we have available at this time. Toggle thru our
selection and purchase the one you need. Some harness come with a D6 connector on the radio
side. If this is not needed you can cut it off and hardwire it to your radios pigtail. Package
includes a pinout schematic for the removed connector so you can ID the correct wire. Not all
are. If the harness is available it will come with the radio ready to plug in. Some older models
have been discontinued and you will have to hardwire the radio. To help ID your harness we
offer you a fast and easy way to text a picture of the tractor side harness that we need to fit. You
can always call REI ST CSS E. CSS BT. See more product details. Skip to main content.
Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Register a free business account. Product details Package
Dimensions : 8. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Update, Contacted by seller and he sent a
replacement which was perfect. Great customer service! Highly recommended! Easy install with
the exception of the wiring. The plug that's designed to be plug n play with the tractor
connection had loose wires. Meaning they came out with very little handling. Had to solder them

back in place which was difficult and took some time. The display isn't very bright can hardly
see it in daylight. Like the features and bluetooth was a breeze to set up just wish quality of
tractor plug and display were better. One person found this helpful. Installed in 5 min! Could be
a good radio, but I sent it back for a cheaper one I found. Easy installation! Connects to my
phone via blue tooth with no problem. Fit perfectly in my Kubota! Nothing bad to say on this
item. Super easy installation and it works wonderfully. I would definitely buy it again. Radio was
easy to install and works great. Great sound. Easy install and works great in my M See all
reviews. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. See more product details. USB for listening to MP3's! Front
auxiliary input standard 3. Wireless Remote control. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery:
March 3 - 8. Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Tractor Radios. Sold
by. Brand: TractorRadios. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Tractor Radios. Ships from and sold by Uncle Bob's Parts Shed. Ships from
and sold by Durafit Seat Covers. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Kubota Deluxe Wheel Spinner - Next page. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Grease goes in, not on the machine. World's best-selling original
locking grease coupler. Rated 10, PSI. Long-lasting rebuildable tool. Register a free business
account. Product details Package Dimensions : 8. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Worked out fantastic! Bluetooth functioned great as
well! No issues whatsoever at this point. It's best deal. Very easy install and it works great! One
person found this helpful. For the folks wondering if this little gem fits in some of the new
Kubota tractors, like the LX, I can confirm it does and it works like a champ! There is another
stereo offered on another famous tractor website, but would be a downgrade to this model. So if
you're on the fence about this purchase, don't be, I could not be happier with my purchase!
Thanks, TractorRadio!!! This radio worked like a charm in Kubota RTV xc. I followed
instructions and install time was about 10 minutes. Plug and connectors worked perfectly.
Hooked up to phone via blue tooth and was able to call and recieve calls as well as send music
thru bluetooth connection. Good product, good connectors and I am very pleased and
recommend this unit. Comes with correct harness. Came on time. Gift for dad. First radio I have
installed that all the buttons are in the right location and simple to operate. The only thing bad is
the read out is very dim and hard to see in the daylight unless you get about 6 inches away from
it. Came with everything to install. It was a very quick and easy. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Great stereo. Fit
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s perfectly my new Kubota MX Bluetooth works great. Images in this review. Report abuse.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
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